
 
 
 
 

Using the Oxford English Dictionary Online 
 
 
Before beginning this tutorial, you should read the “Quick start” section of the OED website 
(www.oed.com). 
 
NOTE: The OED is continually being updated online. Thus, the answers provided here might 
become outdated (they are correct as of April 2016.) 

  

 
Sources of Words in English 
 

 
 

http://www.oed.com/
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Let’s assume you want to search for the words in English that derive from Cree: 
 
1. Click the Advanced search tab below the Quick search tab. 
2. Make sure that the Entries tab is activated.  
3. Fill in the first box with the word Cree (no quotation marks). 
4. From the drop-down menu choose Etymology and then -Language. 
5. Click Search. 
6. You will see that there are 48 results, ranging from Athapascan to woodchuck. 

(Note: you may increase the number of results that appear on each page by changing the 
number in the lower left-hand corner to 50.) 

7. Now arrange the results in order of the word’s appearance in the language by clicking on the 
Date in the upper left-hand corner. 

 

 
 

 You will see that the first word specifically borrowed from Cree is tuckahoe. The first citation 
given is 1612. The latest word is ponask, first recorded in 1922. 
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8. Scroll to the word toboggan (#38) and click on it. 

 

 
 Note that the first recorded instance of this word is 1829 is a work by G. Head. To get 

full information on this work, click on the title of the work, Forest Scenes N. Amer. A pop-
up window provides information on the author and text, including a link to the Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography, if this is available. You may now close that window. 

 Note that the first spelling of the word is tobogins. 

 Definition 2b is for the American slang expression on the toboggan. This means “a rapid 
decline.” 

 Definition 3 is for the US use of the word to refer to “a long woolen cap.” 
9. Click on the word woodchuck (#7). If you press (Show more) you will get the entire Etymology 

and learn that the word is likely a “folk etymology” based on the phonological resemblance of 
the Cree word to the English word wood. Also, you will see (in the upper right-hand corner) that 
this entry has been updated. Them OED is in the process of being updated, and not all entries 
have yet been revised. 

 

 
Activity: Searching for Words Deriving from Particular Languages 
 
1. Search for the words in English from Swahili. 

a. How many words are there? 
b. What is the earliest word from Swahili? When was it recorded? 
c. What words are in common usage? 
d. What is the meaning of safari in Swahili. When and where was it first recorded? 
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2. Search for the words in English from Hindi. 
a. How many entries do you find?   
b. Organize the entries by date. What are the earliest and most recent borrowings? 
c. Check the first ten entries. Are these words actually  borrowed from Hindi? (Note: you may 

need to click the Etymology tab to get the full entry.) What is the earliest word borrowed 
directly from Hindi? 

d. During which century were most Hindi words borrowed into English? Can you explain why 
this would be the case. 

e. List some common words borrowed from Hindi. 
f. Check the etymology of the word curry. What language does this word derive from? Is it an 

Indo-European language? 
 
 

Answers 

 
1. a. Seventy-six entries are listed. 
 b.   The earliest word is pompe, recorded in 1625. Note that the 1597entry is not actually a 

borrowed word (but likely a translation of a Swahili expression). 
 c. The only words that are fairly common are dengue, peri-peri, safari, and (courtesy of Disney) 

simba. 
 d. Safari means “journey, expedition.” It was first recorded in 1859. 

 
2. a. Six hundred and fourteen entries are listed 
 b. The earliest in camphor (1313) and the most recent is doorsa (1999). 
 c. Camphor, galangal and rice are from French; sandarac, malabethrum, and sandal are from Latin. 

The earliest word borrowed directly from Hindi is raja, rajah (1555). 
 d. Most Hindi words were borrowed during the nineteenth century, during the British 

colonization of India. 
e. Some common words are verandah, shampoo, thug, dinghy, loot, sari, jungle, gunny, dungaree, chintz, 

and food names such as dal, ghee, basmati, and chutney. 
f. The word curry is from Tamil, a Dravidian language. It is non-Indo-European. 

 
 

Sources of Words Attributable to Literary Figures 
 
Let’s assume you want to search for the words in English that were coined by John Milton: 
 
1. Click the Advanced search tab. 
2. Make sure the red Entries tab is activated. Type Milton in the first box. Select Etymology from 

the drop-down menu in the second box. In doing so, you are searching for “Milton” appearing 
in the etymologies of words. 

3. Press Search. 
4. You will be told that there are 91 entries. 
5. Arrange the entries by date by clicking on the underlined Date in the upper right-hand corner. 

Note that in many cases Milton may be mentioned in the Etymology without the word being 
attributed to him. 
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6. Check all entries between 1608 and 1674 (the dates of Milton’s life), or perhaps somewhat later 
since some works may have appeared posthumously. There are 19 possible candidates. A partial 
list is given below:  

 

 
 
7. The possible coinages by Milton include freak (V), barbarize, predict (V), attack (N), sensuous, and 

seraph (as a back formation from seraphim – see below).  
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8. The word oblivious is often attributed to Milton. To check whether it is in fact his coinage, type it 

in the box in the upper right-hand corner entitled Quick search. 
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Note: the earliest entries are a translation of Boccaccio dated 1450 and a work by Capgrave 
dated 1464. Thus this word was not coined by Milton. 

 
 
Activity: Searching for Words Deriving from Particular Writers 
Other exercises searching for words attributable to literary figures 
1. What two words is Wordsworth said to have introduced into the language? 
 
2. Search for the appearance of Shakespeare in the etymologies of words. You will need to type 

Shakespeare and select Etymology from the drop-down menu, then OR and Shakes. and 
Etymology in the drop-down menu. 
a. How many results are listed? 
b. How can one determine which words are actually attributable to Shakespeare? 
c. What words still in modern use are attributable to him? Of these, which did he actually coin? 
d. Dwindle is often attributed to Shakespeare. Is it his creation? 
e. The word multitudinous is also frequently said to have been coined by Shakespeare. Was it? 
 
 

Answers 
 
1. Wordsworth is said to have introduced the words whirl-blast and the expression stuffed owl referring 

to bad poetry. In the other cases, Wordsworth is mentioned in the etymology, but the word is not 
attributed to him. 
 

2. a.  Two hundred and thirty-seven entries are listed. 
b. One can determine the words that are attributable to Shakespeare by organizing the entries by 

date, then checking for words appearing between 1564 and 1616 (the presumed dates of 
Shakespeare’s life). 

c. The words fitful, puke, perplex, eventful, beetle, gnarled, seamy, stitchery, compunctious, and dwindle are 
possibly attributable to Shakespeare. He is thought to have coined stitchery and beetle. 

d. The verb dwindle is described as of dialectal origin, probably from Shakespeare. 
e. There is no mention of Shakespeare in the etymology for multitudinous. The first entry is 1603, 

Dekker. However, certain uses of the term are probably attributable to Shakespeare (see 
definitions 2 and 3). 

 
 

Searching for Phrases and Syntactic Constructions 
 
Let’s assume you want to discover the origin of the phrase shut up in the sense “be quiet”: 
1. Look up the verb shut by typing it in the Quick search box. Click on shut, v. 
2. Use your web browser to find the phrase shut up. This will take you Phrasal verbs to shut up. The 

first of fourteen meanings of this combination is shown below. 
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3. Notice that the first use of the phrase is with the literal meaning “to place or store away.” The 

earliest use of this phrase is from Middle English (1400). 
4. Search through the listing for shut up. Definition 7, “to conclude, wind up (a subject, discourse, 

etc.),” has to do with talking, but the † symbol before the definition indicates that this sense is 
obsolete. Definition 12, “to cause (a person) to stop talking, to reduce to silence,” is the 
transitive use of the expression. Definition 13, “to shut one’s mouth, to stop talking,” is the 
intransitive use of the expression. Both uses date from the nineteenth century. (Note that 
definition 13 is compared to the earlier use cited in definition 10, dating from the seventeenth 
century.) See below. 
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5. Now to find all instances of the expression shut up in the OED, go to the Advanced search 
screen (click the tab underneath “Quick search” in the upper right-hand corner). Click the 
Quotations tab next to the red Entries tab. Fill the box in with shut up. Change Full Text to 
Quotation Text using the drop-down menu. In the second line, change And to OR using the 
drop-down menu, put shuts up in the box, and change Full Text to Quotation Text. Add a third 
row, repeat the procedure above, but put shutting up in the box. Click the red Search tab.  

6. You will get 432 entries. Organize these by date by clicking the underlined Date in the upper 
right corner.  
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You will find that the earliest entry is 1508. To find the earliest use of the expression in the sense 
“be quiet,” you would need to read all of the entries and try to determine its meaning. 

 
 

Searching for the Frequency of “Double Superlatives” 
 
1. Double superlatives consisting of most and an adjective inflected with –est, such as most fullest, are 

now considered ungrammatical. However, they occur fairly frequently in the history of English. 
To check for instances of this, go to the Advanced Search screen and click the Quotations tab. 
In the new screen, choose “Quotation Text” from the drop-down menu. Then type most *est in 
the box (no space between * and est ).  
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 This searches for all instances of most followed by est in any form (the * denotes any characters—

it is a “wild card”). 
2. You will find that there are 3900 instances of this construction. Organize chronologically by 

clicking the underlined Date in the upper right. The earliest instance is 1380 “most worthiest.”  
3. Jump to the year 1900. You will notice that many of the Present-day English entries do not 

represent double superlatives, but rather positive adjectives ending in –est, such as most {modest, 
honest, earnest, interest}. This is because double superlatives were proscribed beginning in the 
eighteenth century and would now be considered non-standard. 

 However, there are some modern examples of double superlatives, including “most unfoolest” 
(1886) “most greatest” (1877) and “most grandest” (1869). 

 
 
Activity: Searching for Semantic Changes 
r exercises on phrases or constructions 
1. Do an Advanced Search for all instances of the word wry in quotations of the OED. Organize 

the examples by date.  
a. What is the earliest example of wry? If you look under the entry wry, adj. and adv., what is the 

earliest example given? 
b. How many examples do you find? (Note that this number does not include the examples 

contained under the headword wry.) 
c. Wry often occurs as part of a compound. Do a search for compound of wry by placing “wry–

*” in the Advanced Search (Quotations) box. List the most common compounds. What does 
wry seem to mean in these compounds?  

d. What does wry seem to mean when it occurs with an action noun, such as wry looks in the 
quotation from 1796? Check by clicking on the entry and reading the entire quotation. 

e. Look at the “Draft Additions 1993” in the entry for wry, adj. and adv. Does it seem to mark 
a change of meaning in this word? If so, what is the change? When does this meaning arise? 
Can you find it in any earlier quotations? 

 
2. Research the split infinitive 

a. Students are often told that “split infinitives” (i.e., an adverb interceding between to and the 
verb in an infinitive, as is to loudly complain) are grammatically incorrect. To find out how 
common this is, go to Advanced Search and select the Quotations tab. Type to really in the 
box and select Quotation Text from the drop-down menu. We choose really because it is a 
common adverb. How many entries do you find? 

b. What is the earliest example? What is the most recent example? 
c. Would you say that split infinitives with really are common? How could you determine this? 
 

3.  Find out the earliest use of hopefully as a sentence adverb. 
a. Look at the entry for hopefully. Definition 1 list the “manner adverb” meaning “In a hopeful 

manner.” Definition 2 lists the “sentence adverb” meaning “It is hoped (that).” According to 
strict prescriptive grammarians, the word hopefully is not to be used as a sentence adverb and 
the OED notes that this usage is “[a]voided by many writers.” What is the date for the first 
sentence adverb usage? 

b.  Do an Advanced Search of occurrences of the word hopefully. How many examples are there? 
Give the first example that you find in your search of hopefully used as a sentence adverb. 
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Answers 
 
1. a. The earliest example is 1460 in the Advanced Search (the earlier examples shown, 1390, 

1426, 1460 [first example] are not examples of the adjective wry). In the entry for wry, the 
earliest example is 1523. This shows you the merit of doing an Advanced Search. 

 b. There are 119 examples. 
 c. Common compounds are wry-faced, wry-mouthed, wry-bodied, wry-necked, and wry-legged. In these 

compounds, wry seems to mean “crooked, twisted, bent.” 
 d. It seems to mean a look “of displeasure or dislike” (see definition 2b under wry). 
 e. The word now has a much more positive (or least neutral) meaning: “Dryly or obliquely 

humorous; sardonic, ironic.” The first quotation given in the entry is 1923. This positive 
meaning does not seem to appear in any of the earlier examples found in the Advanced 
Search. 

 
2. a. There are only 46 results. 
 b. The earliest example is 1809. The most recent example is 2006. 
 c. Given the size of the OED database, 46 examples seems like a small number. But to 

understand this more precisely, search for instances of really to. If you do this, you will find 
53 results, dating from 1605 to 2007. That is, it seems that speakers rather equally split or do 
not split infinitives with really.  (Of course, it could also be the case that the adverb is placed 
in a completely different position, as in after the verb, e.g. to complain loudly.) 

 
3. a. The earliest example dates from 1932: He would create an expert commission..to consist of 

ex-Presidents and a selected list of ex-Governors, hopefully not including Pa and Ma 
Ferguson. (1932 N.Y. Times Book Rev. 24 Jan. 11/4) 

 b. There are 76 examples. The earliest example of a sentence adverb is likely the example from 
1678 (the earlier examples seem to manner adverbs): He may hopefully drink Tunbridge 
waters..if they passe well. (1678 T. Browne Let. 1 May (1946) 92) Thus, one can see that it is 
necessary to do a full search of the quotations to find the earliest instance of a word or 
phrase. 

 
 
Another tutorial for the OED can be found at http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~wcd/oedguide.htm 
 
 

http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~wcd/oedguide.htm

